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1. Direction: What approximate value 

should come in place of the question 

mark (?) in the following equation 

(Note: You are not expected to calculate 

the exact value)? 

 15.08% of 560 × 8.89% of 350 = ? 

 A. 1050  B. 2475  

C. 1820  D. 2650  

E. 3085  

2. Directions: What approximate value 

will come in place of the question mark 

(?) in the following question? (You do 

not have to calculate the exact value). 

 25% of 784-  +  = ? 

 A. 150  B. 260  

C. 200  D. 350  

E. 270  

3. Direction: What approximate value 

should come in place of question mark 

(?) in the following question? (NOTE : 

You are not expected to calculate the 

exact value) 

 34.13 × 12.95 + 28.81 = ? + 68.83 

 A. 402 B. 412 

C. 392 D. 422 

E. None of these 

4. Direction: What approximate value 

should come in place of the question 

mark (?) in the following question (Note: 

You are not expected to calculate the 

exact value)? 

 17.952 – 14.082 + 20.892 – 9.092 = ? 

 A. 380  B. 435  

C. 490  D. 515  

E. 600 

5. Direction: What approximate value 

should come in place of the question 

mark (?) in the following equation 

(Note: You are not expected to calculate 

the exact value)? 

 13.992 × 16.082  7.922 – 24.982= ? 

 A. 208  B. 160  

C. 127  D. 195  

E. None of these  

6. Direction: Each question below 

contains a statement followed by 

Quantity I and Quantity II. Find both to 

find the relationship among them. Mark 

your answer accordingly. 

 Quantity I. Amit and Arnav can do a 
piece of work in 24 days. Arnav takes 
6/5 times days than Amit. In how many 
days can Amit alone finish the work?  

 Quantity II. Sourav, Rohit and Sumit 
can a piece of work in 20, 25 and 30 
days respectively. They started the work 
together but after 4 days Sourav left the 
work and Rohit and Sumit continued the 
work with 3/4 of their usual efficiency 
then find the number of days required to 
complete the whole work? 

 A. Quantity I > Quantity II 
B. Quantity I ≥ Quantity II 
C. Quantity II > Quantity I 
D. Quantity II ≥ Quantity I 
E. Quantity I = Quantity II or Relation 
cannot be established  

7. Direction: Each question below 
contains a statement followed by 
Quantity I and Quantity II. Find both to 
find the relationship among them. Mark 
your answer accordingly. 

 Quantity I. The present ages of Ankit is 
12 years more than the present age of 
Soumen. After 10 years the ratio of ages 
of Soumen and Ankit will be 2:3 then 
find the age of Ankit after 4 years?  

 Quantity II. The present age of Madhu 
is twice the present age of Priyanka. The 
ratio between the present ages of Ankit 
and Priyanka is 4:5 and the age of Ankit 
after 5 years will be 21years then find 
the age of Madhu? 

 A. Quantity I > Quantity II 
B. Quantity I ≥ Quantity II 
C. Quantity II > Quantity I 
D. Quantity II ≥ Quantity I 
E. Quantity I = Quantity II or Relation 
cannot be established  

8. Direction: Each question below 
contains a statement followed by 
Quantity I and Quantity II. Find both to 
find the relationship among them. Mark 
your answer accordingly. 

 Quantity I. In an election between 
three candidates A, B and C. A got 30%, 
B got 48% vote and C got rest of the 
votes polled. If B got 720 more votes 
than A then find how many votes were 
polled? 
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 Quantity II. In a village panchayat 

election between two candidates A and 

B, 10% of the votes were invalid. The 

ratio of votes received by A and B is 7:5. 

If the number of votes polled in favour 

of A was 630 more than B then find the 

number of votes polled? 

 A. Quantity I > Quantity II 

B. Quantity I ≥ Quantity II 

C. Quantity II > Quantity I 

D. Quantity II ≥ Quantity I 

E. Quantity I = Quantity II or Relation 

cannot be established  

9. Direction: Each question below 

contains a statement followed by 

Quantity I and Quantity II. Find both to 

find the relationship among them. Mark 

your answer accordingly. 

 Quantity I. If a trader sells an article at 

one-fourth less than the actual selling 

price, he gains 10% then find the 

percentage gain if he sells at 20% more 

than the actual selling price? 

 Quantity II. A trader purchased goods 

worth Rs 28000. He sold half of the 

goods at 20% profit, 35% of the 

remaining at 5/4 of the cost price and 

remaining at a profit of 10% then find 

his overall profit percentage in the 

transaction? 

 A. Quantity I > Quantity II 

B. Quantity I ≥ Quantity II 

C. Quantity II > Quantity I 

D. Quantity II ≥ Quantity I 

E. Quantity I = Quantity II or Relation 

cannot be established  

10. Direction: Each question below 

contains a statement followed by 

Quantity I and Quantity II. Find both to 

find the relationship among them. Mark 

your answer accordingly. 

 Quantity I. The ratio of the two positive 

numbers A and B is 4:5. A is increased 

by 50% and 5 is added to it while B is 

increased by 100% and 4 is added to it. 

The new ratio between A and B becomes 

2:3. What was the original value of A?  

Quantity II. A vessel contains 63 liters 

of mixture of milk and water in the ratio 

of 4:3. How much amount of water 

should be added to the mixture so that 

the ratio of milk and water becomes 

2:3? 

 A. Quantity I > Quantity II 

B. Quantity I ≥ Quantity II 

C. Quantity II > Quantity I 

D. Quantity II ≥ Quantity I 

E. Quantity I = Quantity II or Relation 

cannot be established  

11. Manoj got Rs 6000 as his share out of 

the total profit of Rs 9000 which he and 

Ramesh earned at the end of one year. 

If manoj invested Rs 20000 for 6 

months, whereas Ramesh invested his 

amount for the whole year, the amount 

invested by Ramesh was 

 A. Rs 10000  B. Rs 5000  

C. Rs 1000 D. Rs 40000  

E. None of these  

12. Kartik sold an item for ₹6,500 and 

incurred a loss of 20%. At what price 

should have sold the item to have gained 

a profit of 20%? 

 A. ₹10,375  

 B. ₹9,750 

C. ₹8,125  

 D. Cannot be determined 

E. None of these 

13. Three pipes A, B and C can fill a tank in 

9 hours. After working for 3 hours 

together C is closed. A and B can fill it in 

12 hours more. The time taken by C 

alone to fill the tank. 

 A. 18 hrs  B. 15 hrs  

C. 21 hrs  D. 25 hrs  

E. 13 hrs  

14. In a company, 70% of employees are 

above 30 years old and 60% of that is 

males. If the total no. of male employees 

aged 30 years above is 4200. Find the 

total no. of employees in the company. 

 A. 11560  B. 10000  

C. 9050  D. 12500  

E. None of these  
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15. The average weight of 17 boxes is 92 kg. 

If 18 new boxes are added, the new 

average increases by 3 kg. What will be 

the average weight of the 18 new 

boxes? 

 A. 98.8 kg B. 97.8 kg 

C. 91.8 kg D. 92.8 kg 

E. None of these 

16. Direction: The following number series 

has a wrong number in it. Find out that 

wrong number and mark your answer 

accordingly: 

 4.2, 6.5, 11.2, 20.3, 38.7 

 A. 4.2 B. 6.5 

C. 20.3 D. 11.2 

E. 38.7 

17. Direction: Find the wrong term in the 

given series: 

 19, 40, 82, 145, 230, 334 

 A. 230 B. 145 

C. 82 D. 19 

E. 40 

18. Direction: The following number series 

has a wrong number in it. Find out that 

wrong number and mark your answer 

accordingly: 

 240, 696, 468, 924, 670, 1152 

 A. 240 B. 696 

C. 468 D. 670 

E. 924 

19. Direction: The following number series 

has a wrong number in it. Find out that 

wrong number and mark your answer 

accordingly: 

 11664, 972, 108, 21, 6 

 A. 11664 B. 108 

C. 972 D. 21 

E. 6 

20. Direction: The following number series 

has a wrong number in it. Find out that 

wrong number and mark your answer 

accordingly: 

 43.5, 174, 522, 1045, 1044 

 A. 522 B. 1045 

C. 174 D. 43.5 

E. 1044 

21. Ram is twice as fast as Aman and Aman 

is thrice as fast as Rohit in doing a work. 

Working together they can finish the 

work in 10 days. In how many days can 

Aman and Rohit together finish the 

work. 

 A. 15  B. 20  

C. 25  D. 27  

E. 32  

22. Mixture X and Mixture Y contain 35 litres 

and 50 litres respectively of mixtures of 

liquids A and B in different proportions. 

Quantity of liquid A in mixture X is 15 

litres less than the quantity of liquid A in 

mixture Y. The total quantity of liquid B 

in both the mixtures is 30 liters. If 20% 

of the liquid is taken from mixture X and 

put into mixture Y, then what will be the 

ratio of liquid A to liquid B in mixture Y? 

 A. 6: 13 B. 1: 2 

C. 7: 3 D. 13: 6 

E. Cannot be determined 

23. P, Q and R are employed to do a piece 

of work for Rs.1500. P and Q together 

do 21/51 of the work while Q and R do 

35/51 of the work. How much P should 

be paid approximately? 

 A. 470.5  B. 365  

C. 545.5  D. 320.5  

E. None of these 

24. Let the largest number that divides 491, 

332 and 862 and leaves the same 

remainder r in each case be x. Find the 

L.C.M of x and r ? 

 A. 742  B. 864  

C. 784  D. 708  

E. None of these  

25. A bag contains ‘x’ red, ‘x+5’ blue and 

‘x+7’ grey balls. If two balls are 

randomly drawn from the bag and the 

probability that both the balls are of 

same colour is , then find the total 

number of balls in the bag. 

 A. 36 balls  B. 64 balls  

C. 58 balls  D. 30 balls  

E. 29 balls  

 Direction (26-30): Answer the 

questions based on the information 

given below: 
 Five friends Deepak, Vinayak, Prashant, 

Rajesh and Ajay appeared in an 
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examination having three different 
sections i.E. Physics, Chemistry and 
Mathematics. Each section has different 
maximum marks. Maximum marks in 
Mathematics are 50% more than the 
maximum marks in Chemistry which is 
20% more than the maximum marks in 
Physics. Marks scored by Ajay in 
Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry are 
in the ratio 18: 10: 9 respectively. Marks 
scored by Vinayak in Mathematics are 
75% more than the marks scored by him 
in Physics. Marks scored by Rajesh in 
Chemistry are 25% more than the 
marks scored by Deepak in Chemistry. 
Marks scored by Prashant in Physics, 
Chemistry and Mathematics are in the 
ratio 5: 6: 9 respectively. Deepak scored 
64 marks and 125 marks in Physics and 
Mathematics respectively. Marks scored 
by Rajesh in Physics are equal to the 
marks scored by Prashant in Chemistry. 
Rajesh scored 110 marks in 
Mathematics. Marks scored by Ajay in 
Chemistry and Vinayak in Chemistry are 
in the ratio 9: 8 respectively. Marks of 
Ajay and Vinayak in Physics are samE. 
Ajay scored 296 marks in all the three 
sections together. Prashant scored 
overall 70% marks in the examination. 
Ajay scored 80% marks in Mathematics. 
Rajesh obtained equal marks in 
Chemistry and Mathematics. 

26. What is the maximum mark which can 
be obtained in the 3 subjects combined? 

 A. 320  B. 360  
C. 380  D. 400  
E. None of these  

27. Find the average marks scored by each 
of the five friends in Mathematics? 

 A. 123  B. 126  
C. 129  D. 132  
E. 135  

28. Mark obtained by Vinayak in 
Mathematics is how much percentage 
more than the marks obtained by Ajay 
in Physics? 

 A. 60%  B. 65%  

C. 66.67%  D. 75%  

E. None of these  

29. Direction: Answer the questions based 

on the information given below:  

Five friends Deepak, Vinayak, Prashant, 

Rajesh and Ajay appeared in an 

examination having three different 

sections i.E. Physics, Chemistry and 

Mathematics. Each section has different 

maximum marks. Maximum marks in 

Mathematics are 50% more than the 

maximum marks in Chemistry which is 

20% more than the maximum marks in 

Physics. Marks scored by Ajay in 

Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry are 

in the ratio 18: 10: 9 respectively. Marks 

scored by Vinayak in Mathematics are 

75% more than the marks scored by him 

in Physics. Marks scored by Rajesh in 

Chemistry are 25% more than the 

marks scored by Deepak in Chemistry. 

Marks scored by Prashant in Physics, 

Chemistry and Mathematics are in the 

ratio 5: 6: 9 respectively. Deepak scored 

64 marks and 125 marks in Physics and 

Mathematics respectively. Marks scored 

by Rajesh in Physics are equal to the 

marks scored by Prashant in Chemistry. 

 Rajesh scored 110 marks in 

Mathematics. Marks scored by Ajay in 

Chemistry and Vinayak in Chemistry are 

in the ratio 9: 8 respectively. Marks of 

Ajay and Vinayak in Physics are samE. 

Ajay scored 296 marks in all the three 

sections together. Prashant scored 

overall 70% marks in the examination. 

Ajay scored 80% marks in Mathematics. 

Rajesh obtained equal marks in 

Chemistry and Mathematics. 

29. Find the percentage of marks obtained 

by Rajesh? 

 A. 74%  B. 75%  

C. 76%  D. 77%  

E. 78%  

30. Direction: Answer the questions based 

on the information given below:  

 Five friends Deepak, Vinayak, Prashant, 

Rajesh and Ajay appeared in an 

examination having three different 

sections i.E. Physics, Chemistry and 

Mathematics. Each section has different 
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maximum marks. Maximum marks in 

Mathematics are 50% more than the 

maximum marks in Chemistry which is 

20% more than the maximum marks in 

Physics. Marks scored by Ajay in 

Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry are 

in the ratio 18: 10: 9 respectively. Marks 

scored by Vinayak in Mathematics are 

75% more than the marks scored by him 

in Physics. Marks scored by Rajesh in 

Chemistry are 25% more than the 

marks scored by Deepak in Chemistry. 

Marks scored by Prashant in Physics, 

Chemistry and Mathematics are in the 

ratio 5: 6: 9 respectively. Deepak scored 

64 marks and 125 marks in Physics and 

Mathematics respectively. Marks scored 

by Rajesh in Physics are equal to the 

marks scored by Prashant in Chemistry. 

Rajesh scored 110 marks in 

Mathematics. Marks scored by Ajay in 

Chemistry and Vinayak in Chemistry are 

in the ratio 9: 8 respectively. Marks of 

Ajay and Vinayak in Physics are samE. 

Ajay scored 296 marks in all the three 

sections together. Prashant scored 

overall 70% marks in the examination. 

Ajay scored 80% marks in Mathematics. 

Rajesh obtained equal marks in 

Chemistry and Mathematics. 

30. What is the difference between the total 

marks obtained by Deepak and Vinayak? 

 A. 6  B. 9  

C. 12  D. 15  

E. None of these  

 Direction (31-35): The graph 

suggests the no. of consumers and 

consumption of electricity units in five 

years. Electricity units are given in Lacs 

while the no. of consumers are given in 

thousand. Read the graph and answer 

the question. 

 
31. What is the ratio of electricity 

consumption per consumer in 2012 to 

the same in 2015? 

 A. 77:79  B. 39:44  

C. 11:19  D. 9:7  

E. None of the above  

32. If no of consumers in 2016 is 120% 

more than in 2011 while the 

consumption remain same as in 2015, 

then what will be the impact of no of 

units consumed by a consumer in 2016 

when compared to electricity 

consumption per consumer in 2015? 

 A. + 36 Units  B. - 36units  

C. + 42 units  D. - 42 units  

E. None of the above  

33. Electricity consumption in 2012 will be 

approximately how many times the total 

no. of consumer all over the years? 

 A. 3  B. 21.5  

C. 2.5  D. 4  

E. None of the above  

34. Total no of units in 2011 and 2013 are 

approximately what % more or less than 

Total units in 2012 & 2014 together? 

 A. 24% more  B. 29% less  

C. 20% more  D. 28% less  

E. None of above  

35. In which of the following year, the ratio 

of unit consumtion to the no. of 

consumers is maximum? 

 A. 2014  B. 2011  

C. 2015  D. 2012  

E. none of these 
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ANSWERS 
 

1. Ans. D.  

15.08% of 560 × 8.89% of 350  
The following expression can written as :  

15% of 560 × 9% of 350  
= 84 × 31.5  
= 2646 ≈ 2650. 

2. Ans. C.  

784-  +   

196-32+37  

201= 200 (approx.) 
3. Ans. A.  

34 * 13 + 29 = ? + 69 
442 + 29 - 69 = 402 

4. Ans. C.  
17.952 – 14.082 + 20.892 – 9.092  
The following expression can be written as:  

182 – 142 + 212 – 92  
= 324 – 196 + 441 – 81  

= 488 ≈ 490 
5. Ans. B.  

13.992 × 16.082  7.922 – 24.982  
The following equation can be written as:  

142 × 162  82 – 252  

= 196 × 256  64 – 625  
= 196 × 4 – 625  
= 784 – 625  

= 159 ≈ 160 
6. Ans. A.  

Quantity I.  
Let the number of days taken by Amit be x  

Time taken by Arnav= 6x/5  
Amit one day work= 1/x  
Arnav one day work= 5/6x  

1/x+ 5/6x= 1/24  
6+5/6x= 1/24  

6x= 24*11  
x= 44 days  

Quantity I= 44  
Quantity II.  

Total units of work= 600  
Sourav one day work= 30 units  
Rohit one day work= 24 units  

Sumit one day work= 20 units  
Work done by them in 4 days= 74*4= 296 

units  

Remaining units of work= 600-296= 304 

units  
Units of work done by Rohit with ¾ 

efficiency= 24*3/4= 18 units  
Units of work done by Sumit with ¾ 

efficiency= 20*3/4= 15 units  
Time required to complete the remaining 
work= 304/33  

Total time required= 4+304/33= 436/33 
days. 

7. Ans. C.  

Quantity I.  

Let the present age of Soumen be x  

Present age of Ankit= x+12  

So,  

x+10/x+12+10= 2/3  

x+10/x+22= 2/3  

3x+30= 2x+44  

x= 14  

Age of Ankit after 4 years= 14+12+4= 30 

years.  

Quantity II.  

Present age of Ankit= 21-5= 16 years  

Age of Priyanka = 16*5/4= 20 years  

Age of Madhu= 20*2= 40 years 

8. Ans. C.  

Quantity I.  

Difference in percentage of votes received by 

A and B= 48-30= 18%  

Total number of votes polled= 720*100/18= 

4000  

Quantity II.  

Total number of votes received by A and B= 

630*12/2= 3780  

Total number of votes polled= 

3780*100/90= 4200 votes. 

9. Ans. A.  

Quantity I  

Let the actual selling price be Rs 100  

So,  

Selling price when sold at one-fourth less= 

100- 100*1/4= 75  

Cost price= 75*100/110= Rs 68.18  

Selling price when sold at 20% more= 

100*120/100= Rs 120  

Profit= 120- 68.18= Rs 51.82  

Profit percentage= 51.82*100/68.18= 76%  
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Quantity II.  

Selling price of half of the goods= 

14000*120/100= Rs 16800  

Cost price of remaining 35% of the 

remaining goods= 14000*35/100= Rs 4900  

Selling price of 35% goods= 4900*5/4= Rs 

6125  

Remaining cost price of the goods= 1400-

4900= Rs 9100  

Selling price of remaining goods= 

9100*110/100= Rs 10010  

Total selling price of the goods= 16800+ 

6125+ 10010= Rs 32935  

Profit= 32935- 28000= 4935  

Profit percentage= 4935*100/28000= 

17.625% 

10. Ans. C.  

Let the ratio of numbers A and B be 4x and 

5x  

Value of A after increasing= 4x*150/100= 

6x+5  

Value of B after increasing= 5x*200/100= 

10x+4  

So,  

6x+5/10x+4= 2/3  

18x+ 15= 20x+8  

2x= 7  

x= 3.5  

Original Value of A= 4*3.5= 14  

Quantity II  

Let the amount of milk be added be x  

Milk= 36 liters  

Water= 27 liters  

36/27+x= 2:3  

108= 54+ 2x  

2x= 54  

x= 27 liters. 

11. Ans. B.  

Let amount invested by Ramesh = × Rs.  

Manoj = 

20,000 × 6  

Ramesh = 12 × X  

Ratio of their earning = 120000 : 12× or  

6000:(9000-6000)  

=  , x = Rs 5000  

X = 5000 Rs. 

12. Ans. B.  
SP = 6500 
Loss = 20% 
Hence, 0.8CP = 6500 
CP = 8125 
To gain a profit of 20%, SP = 8125*1.2 = 
9750 
Alternate approach: 
 

Price =   

Price = ₹9750 
13. Ans. A.  
(A + B + C) can fill a tank in = 9 hours  
∴ (A + B + C) can fill in 1 hour = 1/9 ………… 
(1)  
∴ (A + B + C) can fill in 3 hours = 3/9 = 1/3  
∴ Remaining volume of tank = 1 – 1/3 = 2/3  
∴ (A + B) can fill 2/3 in = 12 hours  
∴ (A + B) can completely fill the tank in = 12 
× 3/2 = 18 hours  
∴ (A + B) can fill in 1 hour = 1/18 ……….. (2)  
From (2) – (1) we get,  
C alone can fill in 1 

hour   
∴ C alone can fill the tank in = 18 hours 
14. Ans. B.  
Let the total no. of employees be x.  
According to the question, we can write,  
x × (70/100) × (60/100) = 4200  
⇒ x = 420000/42  
⇒ x = 10000.  
∴ The total no. of employees = 10000. 
15. Ans. B.  
Weight of 17 boxes = 17 × 92 = 1564kg.  
Since, If 18 new boxes are added, the new 
average increases by 3 kg. Therefore,  
Total weight of (18 + 17) = 35 boxes = 35 × 
(92 + 3) = 3325kg  
∴ Weight of 18 boxes = 3325 – 1564 = 
1761kg  
∴ The required average weight of 18 
boxes  = 1761/18 = 97.8 kg  
Hence, option B is correct. 
16. Ans. D.  
4.2+2.3=6.5  
6.5+4.6=11.1  
11.1+9.2=20.3  
20.3+18.4=38.7 
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17. Ans. A.  

19+21=40  

40+42=82  

82+63=145  

145+84=229  

229+105=334  

(Addition by multiple of 21) 

18. Ans. D.  

240+456=696  

696-228=468  

468+456=924  

924-228=696 

696+456=1152 

19. Ans. D.  

11664÷12=972  

972÷9=108  

108÷6=18  

18÷3=6 

20. Ans. B.  

43.5×4=174  

174×3=522  

522×2=1044  

1044×1=1044 

21. Ans. C.  

Given, Ram is twice as fast as Aman and 

Aman is thrice as fast as Rohit in doing a 

work.  

Let the number of days in which Rohit can 

finish the work be ‘a’ days.  

Number of days in which Aman finishes the 

work = a/3  

Number of days in which Ram finishes the 

work = (a/3)/2 = a/6  

In 1 day, Rohit finishes 1/a part, Aman 

finishes 3/a part and Ram finishes 6/a part of 

the work.  

Given, working together they can finish the 

work in 10 days.  

1/a + 3/a + 6/a = 1/10  

⇒10/a = 1/10  

⇒a = 100 days  

In 1 day, Aman and Rohit working together 

finish part of work = 1/a + 3/a = 4/a = 

1/25  

Number of days in which Aman and Rohit 

finish the work = 25 days 

22. Ans. D.  

Total quantity of liquid B in both mixtures = 

30 liters  

Let the quantity of liquid A in mixture X = x 

liters  

Then, the quantity of liquid A in mixture Y = 

x + 15 liters  

So,  

x + x + 15 + 30 = 50 + 35  

2x = 40; x = 20 liters  

Quantity of liquid A in mixture X = 20 liters  

Quantity of liquid A in mixture Y = 20 + 15 = 

35 liters  

Quantity of liquid B in mixture X = 35 – 20 = 

15 liters  

Quantity of liquid B in mixture Y = 15 liters  

Required ratio = 35 + 20% of 20: 15 + 20% 

of 15 = 35 + 4: 15 + 3 =39: 18=13: 6  

So option (d) is the correct answer. 

23. Ans. A.  

Let the work done by P, Q and R be x, y and 

z respectively  

x + y + z = 1………..(1)  

x + y =21/51………..(2)  

y + z = 35/51………(3)  

We have three equations and three variables, 

x, y and z  

Adding equations (2) and (3)  

X + 2y + z = 21/51 + 35/51  

x + 2y +z = 56/51  

Subtracting equation (1) from previous 

equation:  

x + 2y +z – (x+y+z) = 56/51-1  

y = (56-51)/51  

y = 5/51  

x = 21/51-y = 21/51 – 5/51  

x = 16/51  

Amount to be paid to P = 16/51 × 1500  

= 16×1500/51  

= Rs. 470.5 

24. Ans. A.  
The number is x and the remainder is r.  
Since it leaves the same remainder r in each 
case, it is the H.C.F of 491-r, 332-r and 862-
r.  
By the property of natural numbers, any 
number dividing x and y also divides x + y 
and x-y.  
Thus x divides 491-332 and x divides 862-
491. Hence x divides 159 and 371. Hence x 
is the H.C.F of 159 and 371 which is 53.  
The remainder r is the remainder of 332/53 
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which is 14. 14 and 53 are co-prime 
numbers.  
Hence their L.C.M is their product. L.C.M = 
53 * 14 =742. Hence option a 
25. Ans. D.  
Number of red balls = x  
Number of blue balls = x + 5  
Number of grey balls = x + 7  
Total number of balls in the bag = 3x + 12  
The probability that both the balls are of 

same colour =   

=   

=   

=   

=   

=   

=   

=   

=   

=(x-6)(9x+413)=0  

=   

Value of x can’t be negative.  
So, x = 6  
So, the total number of balls in the bag = 6 
+ 11 + 13 = 30 balls  
So option (d) is the correct answer. 
26. Ans. D.  
Let the marks scored by Ajay in Physics, 
Chemistry and Mathematics be ‘10x’, ‘9x’ and 
‘18x’ respectively.  
Total marks scored by Ajay = 10x + 9x + 
18x = 37x = 296  
37x = 296  

  
So, the marks scored by Ajay in Physics, 
Chemistry and Mathematics are 80, 72 and 
144 respectively  
Marks scored by Vinayak in Physics = 80  
Marks scored by Vinayak in Mathematics = 
1.75 x 80 = 140  

Let the maximum marks of Physics be ‘y’  
So, the maximum marks of Chemistry be 
1.20 x y = 1.2y  
Maximum marks of Mathematics = 1.50 x 
1.2y = 1.8y  
Marks scored by Ajay in Mathematics = 0.80 
x 1.8y = 144  
1.44y = 144  

  
So, the maximum marks of Physics, 
Chemistry and Maths are 100, 120, and 180 
respectively  
So, the total maximum marks of the 
examination = 100 + 120 + 180 = 400  
Let, the marks scored by Prashant in physics, 
chemistry and Mathematics be ‘5z’, ‘6z’ and 
‘9z’ respectively  
So, total marks scored by Prashant = 5z + 
6z + 9z = 0.70 x 400 = 280  
20z=280; z = 14  
So, the marks scored by Prashant in physics, 
chemistry and Mathematics are 70, 84 and 
126 respectively  
Marks obtained by Deepak in Chemistry 

=   

Marks obtained by Vinayak in Chemistry 

=   

  
So, the maximum marks in 3 subjects 
combined = 100 + 120 + 180 = 400  
So option (d) is the correct answer. 
27. Ans. C.  

  
So, required average 

=   

So option (c) is the correct answer. 
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28. Ans. D.  

  

So, required percentage 

=   

So option (d) is the correct answer. 

29. Ans. C.  

  

So, required percentage of marks obtained 

by Rajesh=   

So option (c) is the correct answer. 

30. Ans. E.  

  

So, required difference =   

So option (e) is the correct answer. 

31. Ans. B.  

 =  = 39:44 

32. Ans. B.  

2016 No. of consumers =  [225] = 495 

thousand  

Electricity consumption = 550 Lacs  

Electricity consumption per consumer 

=   

= 111 units per consumer  

2015 : Electricity consumption per consumer 

=   

147 units per consumer  

Hence, the Impact is reduction of 36 units 

per consumer 

33. Ans. B.  

Total consumer all over the year = 225 + 

250 + 300 + 350 + 375 = 1500 thousand  

Desired value =  = 21.5 times 

approx 

34. Ans. D.  

Total units in 2011 and 2013 = 650 Lacs  

Total units in 2012 and 2014 = 900 Lacs  

Desired value = 100  28% approx 

35. Ans. A.  

lt is clear from the graph that unit 

consumption is highest in 2014 while 

consumers-electricity units difference is 

maximum as well. Hence, Ratio of unit 

consumption to the number of consumers is 

maximum in 2014. 
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